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Figure 1: Site map of the Llewellyn glacier study sites. Camp 26 is 
marked by a yellow star, with sample sites marked with blue dots. 

◆ At each sample site a series of photographs were taken to evaluate the reflectivity of each sample site. 
The same camera (Nikon Coolpix s9500) and photographer was used at each site to increase 
consistency between photographs and sample sites. All pictures were taken from shoulder height (130 
cm), and two pictures were taken at each site and further used for analysis (topview picture and 
upstream picture). 

◆ The topview picture was taken with the sample site centered in the picture, and without any zoom. The 
upstream view was taken with the horizon slightly excluded at the top of the picture, and the sample site 
at the bottom of the frame, slightly centered along the bottom of the picture.

◆ The reflectivity value was determined using the luminosity histogram displayed in Adobe Elements for 
each photograph, and a software calculated median was used for our research. 

◆ Luminosity is the reflectivity or brightness of a photograph, which is displayed in the form of a 
histogram. A median of 0 indicates a very dark photograph, while a median of 256 (the greatest value) 
indicates a very bright photograph. At most sample sites an “in-field reflectivity index” was also 
recorded, with 1 being very dark and 5 being very light.

◆ Alkalinity was tested at camp at the end of each field work trip using a Hatch Digital Titrator. Samples 
were tested twice, and samples with largely different values on the first and second tests were discarded 
due to assumed titrating error. The samples omitted were LSG01 and LSG02, the first two samples 
taken and tested. 

◆ Glaciers in North America are significant contributors to sea level rise in comparison to their 
relative volume due to their rapid mass loss with rising regional temperatures (Larsen et al., 
2015). Their runoff brings elements and nutrients derived from rocks and organisms to 
downstream ecosystems (O’Neel et al., 2015).

◆ Glacier melt carries alkalinity to downstream ecosystems, and thus glaciers play a role in carbon 
cycling in those ecosystems. Better characterization of the sources and magnitude of input of the 
dissolved inorganic carbon and other products of chemical weathering to the glacier-environment 
can help us better understand the role of glaciers in the carbon cycle.

◆ This study characterizes the alkalinity of supraglacial streams on the Llewellyn Glacier, 
British Columbia, Canada. We examine the spatial variability of alkalinity as well as the 
luminosity of the glacier surface.
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 Description of Site

◆ This study took place in the ablation zone of the Llewellyn Glacier, BC, Canada, which 
terminates in Atlin Lake. The study was based out of Camp 26, operated by the Juneau Icefield 
Research Program, and samples were taken in the surrounding area on the glacier. Samples were 
concentrated on the Western side of the glacier for safety reasons and accessibility.

◆ While attempts were made to sample as widely as possible in the area, most were concentrated 
nearby to Camp 26 and the lateral moraine from a neighboring tributary glacier. 

◆ There is a positive relation between alkalinity and photo- derived luminosity, a likely proxy for 
albedo.

◆ Although more work is required to investigate, this study demonstrates that analyzing field 
photos might be useful to investigating surface reflectivity and chemistry relations.

◆ Alkalinity concentrations show no relation with flow, except potential dilution at higher flow
◆ Luminosity and alkalinity flux are not correlated, however, future work might normalize flux to 

area.

◆ Values described in this table show the close range of alkalinity values from locations around 
the world. While the range of HCO3

- values in Svalbard, Norway are higher than in other 
studied locations, the mean values of alkalinity are otherwise similar throughout the 
locations, including the values from this study. 

A) Topview photo of site LSG01 with corresponding histogram
B) Topview photo of site LSG14 with corresponding histogram
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